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ink horizon to 90° at an elevation of 30° to 40°, where they, therefore,
linal.
ndination of tlie bands, reckoned from above, is towards the violet •pwlrum.
hands, most distinct at the horizon, become less conspicuous with iteration. Above 40° the longitudinal bands reduce to mere shaded often can be seen, in the spectrum only as slight general changes of
mcnuiHo of elevation the movement of the bands becomes more rapid tilar.
irniiiK the spectrum from the horizontal the inclination of the bands to :sal continuoiiHly diminishes until it becomes zero, when the spectrum rtinil. They also become less distinct, but continue always to move
direetion.
Bright bands are leas frequent arid more irregular than the dark, and are 1 only in the spectra of stars near the horizon.
he midst of thin general and violent movement of light and shade over of staix, the Knumhofer lines peculiar to the light of each star remain >r an* subject to only very slight oscillations.
•n the atmospheric conditions are abnormal, the bands are fainter and lar in form and movcmonf. *n the wind is strong, th
i»v««ii of stiirs near the.......................n ,,^^ ___*.to^ „> ^^^u^w
id (Iffmition and regular movement of the bands appear to indicate uuirr of fair weather, while varying definition and irregular motion ')ly it probable change.
observations show that the dark hands arc due to temporary of light from the object glass, by irregularities in the density nosphcre. For stars near the horizon, the linear separation s of <lifiVr<»nt color is so grout, as they pass through the atinos-hr ol>s<*rv<»r, that, successive^ portions of the spectrum may be from, or eoneentrated onto (light deficiencies in a transparent sitist be balanced by light concentrations, and vice versa), the or <*ye. Hence, the progression of bright and dark bands sjMTtni of low altitude stars, and their rapid change of color tielrd eye. T, since the path of the more refrangible light, necessarily,
that of the less refrangible. (Montigny's principle), it follows tmospherie. irregularity traveling, or rotating, with the earth, •<•( ihe different-colored rays from the stars in the west in the •ed, green, blue, violet, arid rays From stars in the east in the •<lrr. If, then, the separation of the extreme rays is large in »n to the effective dimension of the air irregularity, the resulting
..« .>,,*r «r;*r/,»i i*Ti«t,fl.Tit. d(^\f(\r (M\]v M, nortion of the SDectruin.

